1. CURRENT LIFE CYCLE STATUS
   The Limited life cycle phase of SELMA 2 control system (mapped version), hereafter the product, will be extended until the end of 2016.

2. SUPPORT AVAILABILITY IN THE LIMITED PHASE
   Following services will be available after 1.1.2015
   - Spare part availability will be limited

   Following services will not be available after 1.1.2015
   - On-site repair
   - Workshop repair
   - Technical support

3. LIFE CYCLE PLAN
   The product is planned to be kept in the Limited phase until the end of 2016 after which it will be transferred to the Obsolete phase. In the Obsolete phase no services, spare parts or support will be available anymore.

   The ABB life cycle management approach allows us to manage an orderly transition to a new product while we ensure that our valued customers have access to our continuing support.

4. RECOMMENDED ACTION
   During the Limited phase it is highly recommended to upgrade to a newer control system.

5. FURTHER INFORMATION
   For more information on drives life cycle management and available services contact your local ABB organization or at http://www.abb.com/drives